MAJOR INITIATIVES SUPPORTED

- Global Health/SPGH
- McGill Initiative in Computational Medicine (MiCM)
- McGill Regenerative Medicine (MRM)
- McGill Interdisciplinary Initiative in Infection & Immunity (MI4)
- Genomic Medicine (CERC, V. Mooser)
- MD/PhD Program
• **GHP** - Global Health Scholars program, Global Health Night, Summer Institute, workshops, seed grants, pre-departure training → create Division of Global Health within SPGH

• **MiCM** – ResearchMatch, summer internships, workshops, computational medicine coursework overview (>40 in 18 depts), partnerships

• **MRM** – international symposia, seed grants, partnerships, clinical pipelines

• **MI4** – seed funding (including for COVID-19), umbrella initiative for 6 research centres

• **Genomic Medicine** – CERC: genes to drug targets, QC Biobanque, Clinical Mendeliome, partnerships
PROPOSED PRIORITIES POSTPONED

BioX: Centre for Interdisciplinary Research & Innovation in Science, Engineering & Medicine

Centres of Excellence in Translational Research & Knowledge Translation
**NEW PRIORITIES ADDED**

- **AI for Health**
- **Cyberinfrastructure**
- **McGill Cancer Institute**
OBJECTIVES FOR 2020-2021

- INPUT: COLLECT INPUT FOR SRP UPDATE
- PREPARE: PREPARE UPDATED DRAFT
- BEGIN: BEGIN APPROVAL PROCESS